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Beyond RTC: towards citizen-driven 
research strategies in food and health 

With the foundation CCC: www.patientervaringsverhalen.nl

Ego-documents of patients as a source of information for 
research.

Coleta Platenkamp

http://www.patientervaringsverhalen.nl/


Coleta Platenkamp:
• Studied medical sociology, worked in the 

health education and health sector ( amongst 
other things on High schools for nurses), 
mother, husband et cetera and… 

• (Iron Lady) experiences with living with 
health problems and health care made me 
establish the foundation.
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The slogan 'Nothing about us without us’ from the
patient movement is important. It refers to a 
democratic right patients have about the care that
affects their lifes. Therefore we need to embed and use
ego-documents, stories and experiences better into
research and develop more research techniques to
break the dominant pattern which so often thinks for, 
of and about patients, without them. It is necessary to
go more often in dialogue with each other, truly see
each other's worlds, be open of it. It requires, among
other things adaptation of attitudes and conditions. 



Why more research with patients/citizens, 
and not only about:

• Living with gives important information. 
Research done together with patients/ 
citizens too. Examples enough here and
Abma e.o. Kidney foundation: 
https://www.mijnzorgpagina.nl/assets/media/pdf/brochures/nvn-
brochure-leren-over-lijf-en-leven.pdf

• N=is not one in experiences: 3400 books
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‘By some, strong focus is placed on evidence-based medicine . [ 
... ] In an evidence-based research, everything is reduced to a 
single disease ( reductionism). Without taking into account the 
fact that there are often more different diseases present in an 
individual. The advantage of this mindset is that faster and 
with less effort research results can be achieved. Reductionism 
has certainly been useful [...]. But we slowly run up against the 
limits thereof.’(Dr. Henk Tjong Tjin Tai 2012, p. 14, my 
translation) 



How with CCC: source of knowlegde
Example, food see:

http://www.patientervaringsverhalen.nl/?pagina=CCCTHEMA&te
rm=Voeding
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http://www.patientervaringsverhalen.nl/?pagina=CCCTHEMA&term=Voeding


‘Every day I struggled with holding and letting go of the anorexia. 
Especially in the beginning I tried in a spasmodic way to keep alive my 
old habits. In my mind raged an invisible battle. As much as I wanted to 
eat for not hurting my loved ones, the compulsion to lose weight and 
the fear to get more weight developed to the highest level. The 
nutritional drinks I got six times (!) per day felt incredibly unfamiliar. 
In order to compensate I tried so silently doing exercises to burn 
calories. No one knew it, it was my secret.’ ( Anker 2012, anorexia, 
p.76) 

‘My hope, and that of many others, is based on further research abroad
to the physical defects that have been identified. Perhaps the future will
bring me the same satisfaction as it gave, people with ulcers two
decades ago, when finally revealed that their complaints were not
caused by their character, lifestyle and nutrition, but just by a 
bacterium. A simple antibiotics led to many recovery that years of 
psychotherapy and complicated diets could not offer.’ ( Schonckert, ME 
2006, 

(my translations)
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Dementia, food and environtment:

‘Because she only saw half, she messed with food’ Emous: P.231 

‘We got the tip to eat with her. That motivates many people with dementia 
so that they eat more and with more pleasure. (...) She still hated to eat
her plate. We tried a different way. Mother now ate warm at noon in her 
living  room. In the evening she was with us in the kitchen and ate the
salad, and again in her room her sandwich and dessert. (...) But it didn’t
work well. Neighbourhoodcare now takes extra time for mother. ( ... ) 
Now that we have transferred the difficult tasks, pleasure remains.’ (De 
Kreeftjes 2014, p.45-47).

‘To understand how I came to the dishes you (hopefully) will prepare and
taste, it is important to know what terms such as ' brain food ' and ' finger
food' mean and why they are so important. ' (Eliens e.o. 2013) 

( my translations)
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‘Ron gets a direct connection with his stomach, because swallowing gets
more difficult. The dietician who tells him about the tube feeding he will get, 
didn’t have much with our sense of humor. She was a beautiful
woman, looking even though glassy from her beautiful eyes as we joked
about Ron’s new cord (..) Being hungry, the flavours that float through
your mouth, a satisfied feeling in the stomach ... even belching
which in a certain way bring back what you've eaten here before, “I miss 
chewing already," said Ron, before he got the first 100cc by the dietician’  
(Arnold, ALS, 2012, p.153)

‘According to my mother I was sometimes 'green’, laying on the ground, and I 
vomited often. The general practitioner said: "These are nerves, because of  the 
loss of her father." Only after more than six years celiac disease was diagnosed 
by an internist.” (Cobi de Jong-2009, about Coeliakie a.o, p. 166) 

It certainly matters with what cutlery I eat. The size of the cutlery
makes very much difference. I sometimes experiment with a bowl of soup and
various sizes of spoon and than I taste differences.’ ( Boon 2009, Nose disorder 
p. 136) 
(my translations)



Stichting CCC

Learning from:

• Open view to what patients have learned from
living with diseases/ illness (other view, 
knowledge, perspective) 

• Besides other research methods, 
PM: There are ego documents on your own area.
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